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The chicago boy´s project (The brick)

By Nelly Richard (fragmento of text)

Pinochet consolidated his dictatorship by combining state terrorism with the 
economic “shock doctrine” developed by the Chicago Boys, that group of 
Chilean economists who, having been prized pupils of Milton Friedman at the 
University of Chicago, sought to turn Chile into the first laboratory of neolibe-
ralism in the world. Focusing on this idea, the artist Patrick Hamilton breaks 
down the archives of the foundation of the neoliberal project in Chile in the 
form of the 1973 book El Ladrillo (The Brick), which outlined the key features 
of the Chilean dictatorship’s political economy: the dismantling of the state 
and the strengthening of the free market, privatization of state-owned enter-
prises, social security reforms, changes to labor laws, etc. Hamilton sets in 
motion a process of archaeological memory, excavating history without ne-
glecting to connect the Chilean past with the aggressive return to the Chicago 
Boys doctrine now being promoted by Jair Bolsonaro’s government in Brazil. 
The red used in his archive images (which plays spectrally with the double 
meaning of photographic and critical exposure) creates a chromatic vibration 
that reminds us of the brutal way in which neoliberalism was imposed onto a 
devastated Chile. But we also associate red with high temperature, and here it 
represents the transmission of the energies of solidarity. Dressed up in the co-
lors of the anarcho-syndicalist flag, the object—a brick, the basic material of 
construction— becomes “refractory” (a word that implies both negativity and 
tenacious resistance), both to the exploitation of the workforce that crafted it 
and to the effects of real estate speculation. The physical contortion of this 
“brick” shows us both sides of a single coin: on the one hand, the expropria-
tion of workers in benefit of corporate profit; and on the other, the combative 
restitution of revolutionary syndicalism.

UNFINISHED TIMELINES: CHILE, FIRST LABORATORY OF NEOLIBERALISM 
MUSEO NACIONAL CENTRO DE ARTE REINA SOFIA
MADRID, 2019-2022
Cur. Nelly Richard and Manolo Borja-Villel



The chicago boy`s project (“The brick”), 2018-19. Installation with archive of images documenting the implementation of the neoliberal model in Chile. Photocopies, 
Digital C-prints, methacrylate, fire bricks, acrylic paint, MDF wooden boards and metal base. 10 photographic modules of 89 x 84 cm. each. Total measurement of the 
installation 0.82 x 6.10 x 1.22 meters. Exhibition view at Vasos comunicantes: Colección 1881-2021, Reina Sofia Museum Collection.















“Climate change is the most powerful argument against the brutal logic of 
capitalism” Naomi Klein

The Red Greenhouse is a work that talk about the crisis of the economic 
development model of neoliberal capitalism that the world has adopted in 
the last 40 years. As Naomi Klein says, neoliberalism not only brings unem-
ployment, public cutbacks and market deregulation, but it is also waging 
a battle against living conditions on planet earth. The search for unbridled 
growth, profit and economic benefits at any cost has led us to an unpre-
cedented environmental crisis, and also to a social and cultural crisis that 
clearly speaks to us of a change of era. Without having any moralistic or 
moralizing desire, The Red Greenhouse proposes a very simple visual exer-
cise, which is based on the perversion of our perception to generate multi-
ple associations and readings about our social and environmental reality.

This multidimensional crisis caused by climate change is based on a linear 
economic and productive system based on the concepts of growth, pro-
duction, consumption and waste. In contrast to this predatory and extrac-
tivist model, in contemporary art there are some visual and material opera-
tions that could be read from a non-linear logic based on the management 
of resources in a different way based on the reduction, reuse and recycling 
of elements. It is, in this sense, that a rereading of Marcel Duchamp’s 
readymade could be done based on these concepts. An existing common 
object, already produced, that is removed from the consumer economy and 
transferred to the field of art, stopping the chain and avoiding waste. It is 
an operation of suspension of the meaning of the object, despite its identity 
and function remain. Or put another way, an object that is recycled when 
removed from the usual field of use and that is transformed into a work of 
art to generate something totally new and lasting.
From this perspective, The Red Greenhouse can be considered an altered 
readymade, since I have taken an existing “tunnel” type greenhouse -recy-

THE RED GREENHOUSE
CENTRO DE CULTURA CONTEMPORÁNEA CONDEDUQUE, MADRID, 2021
TRIENAL DE ARQUITECTURA DE LISBOA @ CENTRO CULTURAL BELEM, 2022
Cur. David Barro / Cur. Pamela Prado & Pedro Alonso

cled- I have moved it out of context and I have made a simple and minimal 
alteration in its form by replacing the transparent crystals by red ones.  

The red greenhouse is a sculpture designed for public space and establis-
hes an active relationship with the viewer since, on the one hand, it allows 
one to see oneself from the outside and also to enter it and thus look from 
the inside to the outside. The look from the inside is tinted red, that is, the 
translucent walls of the greenhouse will act as a filter that colors the look 
and therefore all the outside reality, the landscape and the people who are 
outside.

This work is very simple from a technical point of view, but the visual ope-
ration involves a number of associations and metaphors related to climate 
change -greenhouse gases for example-, to the color red as a color loaded 
with history and psychology - blood, fire, incandescence, infrared radia-
tion - as well as something dangerous - the red flag. In economics, red is 
also the distinctive color of falls, “red numbers” speak of something going 
wrong.

This intervention commissioned by MadBlue and designed specifically for 
the CondeDuque Center for Contemporary Culture in Madrid, therefore 
speaks to us about many crises, from the environmental to the economic, 
and it does so by placing itself at the intersection of sculpture, installation, 
architecture and the pictorial, projecting between the material and the illu-
sory, the social and the domestic, the political and the poetic, the ornamen-
tal and the monumental, the public and the private, as is usual in my work.



The Red Greenhouse, 2021. Aluminum, plexiglass and wood base. 2,30 x 8,10 x 3,10 metros.
Installation view at Centro de Cultura Contemporánea Condeduque, Madrid.









The Red Greenhouse, 2021. Aluminum, plexiglass and wood base. 2,30 x 8,10 x 3,10 metros.
Installation view at Centro Cultural Belem at Lisbon Architecture Triennale 2022. 







A political geometry  

By Rodrigo Alonso

Patrick Hamilton’s works integrate references to recent social and political 
history with evocations of art history - in particular, the different currents 
of geometric abstraction - through paintings, sculptures, photographs and 
installations made with a great economy of means and expressive resou-
rces. In them, formal and discursive tensions are revealed that are deriva-
tions of latent conflicts of the current world.

The exhibition is made up of three sets of works. The sculptures with tools 
propose a reflection on the universe of work from the perspective of buil-
ding construction, involving both the real estate crisis of recent years and 
the growing precariousness of those who produce the wealth of the sector. 
The abrasive paintings are based on patterns that recall the asceticism and 
rationality of Suprematist compositions, but also the floor and wall designs 
typical of masonry.

The Chicago Boys Project refers to the implementation of the neoliberal 
economic model in Chile during the dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet. From 
his encounter with The Brick – the book that gathers the fundamentals of 
this process – and from his work with archive materials, Hamilton unfolds 
new material, symbolic and poetic dimensions of his usual plastic resour-
ces, offering us a complex look at the forms in which the market, history, 
politics and economy shape our contemporary sensibility.

EL LADRILLO
MUSEO DE ARTE CONTEMPORÁNEO DE BUENOS AIRES (MACBA), 2022
Cur. Rodrigo Alonso





The Chicago boys project (The invisible hand), 2019.
Digital C-print, wooden frames, 175 x 125 cm. each.







Pyramid, 2018. Enamel on trowels, 240 x 240 cm. 
MACBA Collection, Buenos Aires.







ATACAMA
CASADO SANTAPAU GALLERY, MADRID & ICPNA, LIMA, 2022
Cur. Miguel A. López

Down below, the endless stones of the desert,
mountains of stones, long escarpments of

stones, infinite stones on the desert like a sea.
The sky above, the blue sky falling. The stones
cry out as they smash into the air, into the sky

that’s falling.

The desert cries out. There’s a limestone wall
with names. There’s a white wall and little

bottles with plastic flowers that cry out as they
bend in the wind.

The Desert, in INRI, Raúl Zurita

For more than twenty years I have focused my artistic practice and research 
on the relationship between art, politics and economics in the context of the 
last decades in Chile. I have taken both references to the history of my coun-
try and the universal history of art, to create a kind of “visual thought” that 
questions our ability to see and reflect on art, visuality and the world around 
us.

The new series of photo-collages that I present consists of several images of 
the Atacama Desert intervened in a minimalist way with copper plate. These 
simple virtual interventions on the landscape, which overlap the red metal on 
stones, sands and hills, make reference to the multiple stories -past, present 
and future- that the “driest desert in the world” holds.

Paraphrasing chilean documentary filmmaker Patricio Guzmán, author of 
Nostalgia for the Light (2010), I understand the Atacama Desert as a great 
open book and a repository of our memory from different points of view: 
archaeological, astronomical, political, economic and cultural. A place full of 
history that was conceived as an unpopulated space, natural frontier of Chile 
and zone of mining extractivism during the nineteenth century, and then, du-
ring the twentieth century, as a zone of labor and political massacres. It is a 
punished land, full of salt, where beings are mummified and objects remain. 

A zone of archaeological vestiges such as the Chinchorro mummies (the 
oldest found in the world) and poetic interventions such as that of Raúl Zurita 
(Ni pena ni miedo, 1993). Astronomers from all over the world also gather in 
the Atacama Desert to observe the stars, since the transparency of the sky is 
such, that it is possible to observe even the farthest reaches of the universe.

From its entrails is extracted, among other minerals, copper, raw material 
and fundamental basis of Chile’s economy. This mineral has an enormous 
history that had its turning point on 11 July 1971, when its nationalization 
was enacted, unleashing the fury of the North American government of the 
time.

ATACAMA, the series of photo-collages, can be read from this cross bet-
ween copper and desert. A crossroads that produces a wedging and a 
mismatching of the gaze, that allows us to see and prevents us from seeing 
in order to liberate and bring into play a myriad of metaphors. A double and 
overlapped gaze in a play of planes that goes from the image to the material; 
from landscape to history; from art to mining; from poetry to economics.



ATACAMA, 2022. Installation view at Casado Santapau Gallery, Madrid.







Atacama # 4, 2022. Intervened photograph with copper plate, wooden frame, 126h x 206w cm.





Atacama # 7, 2022. Intervened photograph with copper plate, wooden frame, 104h x 144w cm.



Atacama # 6, 2022. Intervened photograph with copper plate, wooden frame, 104h x 144w cm.



EL LADRILLO
RGR GALLERY, MÉXICO CITY, 2020

Galería RGR presents El ladrillo, an exhibition by Patrick Hamilton (1974), 
who, after a profound analysis of the economic policy book of the same 
name that established the free market guidelines implemented in Chile du-
ring the military dictatorship, questions the politico-economic model impo-
sed by Augusto Pinochet and reflects upon its social and cultural impact in 
the following years. In the work exhibited there exist references to social and 
economic history, to collective memory and artistic movements such as Rus-
sian Constructivism, Neoplasticism, Latin American Con- ceptual Art from 
the 1970s and 1980s, Minimalism and Arte Povera.

As part of keeping the coherence of his critical discourse on politics and 
economics, Hamilton works with simple materials, which is why in this 
exhibition he employs elements proper to the construction sector, such as 
saws, gloves, bricks and sandpaper, in order to create –poetically– simple 
compositions. Simultaneously, he reformulates the understanding of certain 
concepts such as balance/unbalance, equality/inequality, regulation/deregu-
lation, and individual/commu- nity. The word “brick” is taken in its different 
connotations: the title of the book, as expression of the housing market 
crisis (also known as the Subprime Crisis) detonated in 2008, as well as in its 
material and utilitarian dimension. For Hamilton, “neoliberalism and the great 
economic crisis launched by neoliberal ideology is something present in our 
everyday lives in many parts of the world. In Chile, the social distur- bances 
from last year was related to the crisis of a model based upon extreme indi-
vidualism and that lack of social and economic rights promoted by neolibe-
ralism. The topic of economics crosses our entire lives.”

The exhibition is composed by three series. The first, The Chicago Boys 
Project (2018-2019) is articulated around unedited photographs that, in the 
style of still life paintings, combine docu- ments printed in red paper, wor-
kers’ gloves painted black, and objects such as a goods trans- port network 
and false gold chains, assembled like “constellations”. The files – photo-
graphs, press clippings, book covers and letters – document and narrate, 
in fragmentary form, what was the most important ideological conflict in 
the world of the past decades, in the context of the Cold War: the battle for 
economic thought, and from it, the way our societies are modeled. Another 
series of works that also meditate on the history of painting and the condi-

tions of work in our societies are the Abrasive Paintings (2015-present). 
The formalist character of these works is granted by the history of Cons-
tructivism, Concrete Art, and Suprematism, particularly Kazimir Malevich’s 
Black Square (1915). Hamilton’s collages, built with acrylic and black or 
whi- te sandpaper, are the most direct reference to certain characteristics 
of Malevich’s painting. The grid formed by the sandpaper, likened to the 
patterns of walls and pavement, additional to their monochrome aspect, 
speaks of an extensible “pictoric” surface, and thus suggests the idea 
of continuity, of infinity, as much as it manifests the will of restricting the 
means used as much as possible, in an economy that is both formal and 
conceptual.

Art created with work tools has been a constant in Hamilton’s career. 
Sculptures with Tools (1998-present) is a group of pieces where manual 
tools (saws, spiked sticks, machetes, spatu- las, etc.) are intervened and 
manipulated so as to reference the precarity of the world of labor and wor-
kers, in opposition to the source of wealth they represent for the business 
sector. In the beginning, Hamilton painted or coated tools with colored 
paper or geometric designs to present them as if they were sculptures, 
occupying and intervening specific sites or as small exercises upon pedes-
tals. Afterwards, he changed the original materiality of the tools and began 
to use copper, since, apart from its relation with art history – as the work of 
Joseph Beuys or Donald Judd shows – is also the backbone of the Chilean 
economy.

El ladrillo
El ladrillo is a book of economic policy that set the guidelines of the free-
market system imple- mented in Chile during the military dictatorship. 
The text was written at the beginning of the 1960s by a group of Chilean 
economists, alumni of the controverted Economics Nobel Prize Mil- ton 
Friedman (1912-2006) at the University of Chicago, known as the “Chi-
cago Boys”. In its pages, radical economic measures are proposed, as 
an antidote that would cure Chilean so- ciety from the dream of socialism 
through measures such as the complete opening of markets, the lowering 
of customs duty and taxes, the reduction of public expenditure and the 
promotion of goods and services privatizations on behalf of the state.













EL LADRILLO
DIDAC FOUNDATION
SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA, 2019
Cur. David Barro

With a work of a conceptual nature, since the end of the nineties Hamilton’s 
work has had as a common thread the reflection and questioning of the 
concepts of work, economic development, myth and history in the context 
of the last decades in Chile, in particular of the period known as post-dicta-
torship. In this sense, his work has involved a constant aesthetic reflection 
on the consequences of the «neoliberal revolution» implanted in Chile by 
Pinochet and the group of economists known as the Chicago boy’s, during 
the seventies and eighties and its projection in the social and cultural field 
since then until now. In the manner of an «archeology of neoliberalism» his 
work and his visual thought could be understood as a poetic portrait of the 
complex economic and cultural processes that Chile - and so many coun-
tries around the world - has suffered in recent decades, under the influence 
and crisis of the market system.

“The brick” is an economic book in which the guidelines of the free mar-
ket system that was implemented in Chile by the military dictatorship were 
established. The text was written in the early 1970s by a group of Chilean 
economists who were students of the controversial Nobel Prize Milton 
Friedman at the University of Chicago. In its pages the radical economic 
measures are proposed that, like an antidote, should cure Chilean socie-
ty of the socialist dream, among them: the total opening of markets, the 
reduction of tariffs and taxes, the reduction of public spending and the 
promotion of the privatization of goods and services by the state.

Based on the analysis of this book, Hamilton presents a series of works 
in which he poetically reformulates the understanding of some concepts 
such as: balance / imbalance, equality / inequality, regulation / deregulation, 
individual / community. To do this, he uses common elements in the world 
of construction and masonry work such as trowels, bricks and sandpaper. 
Creating simple and inexpensive compositions, Hamilton plays with various 
connotations of the word brick: from the name of the aforementioned book, 
brick as an expression of the crisis in the real estate market, as well as brick 
in its material and literal dimension, as that element that it is used in cons-
truction. Under the apparent formality of the works that could be defined as 
a << povera abstraction >>, the artist introduces procedures and elements 
that refer to the collective memory, such as that of the union movements 
in the case of the sculptures Pirámide and Inverted pyramid, painted in red 
and black; the paintings / collages made with sandpaper and elaborated 
in a mechanical and repetitive way like a bricklayer who builds a wall or 
pavement; as well as, the two photographs of objects and archives found, 
arranged in a <<constructivist>> key in the manner of still lifes.







Inverted Pyramid, 2018 / Pyramid, 2018
Enamel on trowels, 240 x 240 cm. each.





The brick, 2018-19. 
Photocopies, C-type prints, methacrylate, fire bricks, acrylic paint, 

MDF wood boards and metallic base, 82 x 122 x 122 cm.
Engel Foundation Collection, Santiago, Chile.



EL LADRILLO
PATRICIA READY GALLERY
SANTIAGO DE CHILE, 2019

“The 1973 Military Coup did not mark the beginning of an ideological repose for 
Chileans, but quite the opposite (...) Under the protection of the military and very di-
rectly from Pinochet, a group of intellectuals installed in the institutions of the State, 
began the most extreme ideological adventure recorded in the century and marked 

the most feverish point of ideological inflation in Chile. The “Chicago model”, as this 
ideology was known, tried to impose from a militarized and authoritarian State an 
individualistic philosophy that proposed this time a “new man” maximizing profits 

that acted in a social space determined by the laws of the free market. and compe-
titive ”.

Juan Gabriel Valdés. From the book “The Chicago School in Chile” 

With a work of a conceptual nature, since the end of the nineties Hamilton’s 
work has had as a common thread the reflection and questioning of the 
concepts of work, economic development, myth and history in the context 
of the last decades in Chile, in particular of the period known as post-dicta-
torship. In this sense, his work has involved a constant aesthetic reflection 
on the consequences of the «neoliberal revolution» implanted in Chile by 
Pinochet and the group of economists known as the Chicago boy’s, during 
the seventies and eighties and its projection in the social and cultural field 
since then until now. In the manner of an «archeology of neoliberalism» his 
work and his visual thought could be understood as a poetic portrait of the 
complex economic and cultural processes that Chile - and so many coun-
tries around the world - has suffered in recent decades, under the influence 
and crisis of the market system.

“The Brick” is an economic book in which the guidelines of the free mar-
ket system that was implemented in Chile by the military dictatorship were 
established. The text was written in the early 1970 s by a group of Chilean 
economists who were students of the controversial Milton Friedman at 
the University of Chicago. In its pages the radical economic measures are 
proposed that, like an antidote, should cure Chilean society of the socialist 

dream, among them: the total opening of markets, the reduction of tariffs 
and taxes, the reduction of public spending and the promotion of the priva-
tization of goods and services by the state.

Based on the analysis of this book, Hamilton presents a series of works in 
which he poetically reformulates the understanding of some concepts such 
as: balance / imbalance, equality / inequality, regulation / deregulation, 
individual / community. To do this, he uses common elements in the world 
of construction and masonry work such as trowels, bricks and sandpaper. 
Creating simple and inexpensive compositions, Hamilton plays with various 
connotations of the word brick: from the name of the aforementioned book, 
the brick as an expression of the real estate market crisis, as well as the 
brick in its material and literal dimension, as that element that is used in 
construction. Under the apparent formality of
In the works that could be defined as a “povera abstraction”, the artist 
introduces procedures and elements that refer to the collective memory, 
such as, for example, that of the union movements in the case of the “Pyra-
mid” sculptures in red and black; the paintings / collages made with san-
dpaper and elaborated in a mechanical and repetitive way like a bricklayer 
who builds a wall or pavement; as well as the photographs of found objects 
and archives, arranged in a “constructivist” way in the manner of still lifes.





The Chicago boys project (The invisible hand), 2019.
Digital C-print, wooden frames, 175 x 125 cm. each.







Abrasive Painting # 61 # 62, 2019. Sandpaper and acrylic on canvas, 130 x 97 x 4 cm. each.



BLACK TOOLS
DKM MUSEUM
DUISBURG, 2018

Black tools includes a series of works whose main thread is the manipula-
tion of manual work tools - welding masks, sandpaper, spatulas - as well as 
the study of certain phenomena linked to what is known as informal eco-
nomy or submerged economy. In this sense Black tools is a title that refers 
in a literal sense to the predominant color of the instruments used, as well 
as the contradiction between the visible and invisible, the transparent and 
the opaque, as a metaphor of our current societies where the problems of 
unemployment, of submerged economies, of black labor constitute a pre-
carious solution for the lives of millions of individuals.

In the installation Santiago derive (2006-2008), Hamilton has wandered 
around the streets of the center of Santiago with his photo camera on hand, 
recording delivery tricycles. He has created an archive of over more tan 200 
photographies in black and white with a documental aesthethic closely re-
lated to the Germans Bern & Hilla Becher, in which one can appreciate the 
diverse “sculpture” transformations of the object compared to the informal 
economy in which they are used. To this catalogue based on images and 
typology, the artist has added to the project an sculpture which responds to 
his own version of the delivery tricycle. It is a tricycle transformed in a light 
house which exhibits an aesthetic view of the World Trade Center and the 
new financial neighbourhood of Santiago, mostly known as “Sanhattan”. 
This creates a comment around the relationships between economy, power 
and spectacle.

Another works in the exhibition is a series of paintings / collages made with 
sandpaper that Hamilton calls Abrasive Paintings (2015-2018). On black 
backgrounds painted on canvas appear a series of reticles that allude to 
fragments of pavements and walls. Like a bricklayer, Hamilton built these 
plots in a repetitive and obsessive way. The formalist character of the works 
is given by another one of the great sources of inspiration of Hamilton as 
it is the work of the constructivists, concrete art, minimal art and the su-
prematism in special - in this case the emblematic black square of Kasimir 
Malevich. In effect, the economy of gestures and means, the use of mono-
chrome, as well as the formal rigor of his works have a clear link with the 
line of art that the Russian avant-garde formally and conceptually opened 
up. The extensible “pictorial” surface of these works suggest the idea of 
continuous, of infinite, as well as the manifest will to restrict the means em-
ployed to the maximum, in an economy that is both formal and conceptual. 
The appearance of the surfaces of these works, which play with the black 
on black, disguises the materiality and function of the sandpaper as they 
speak, precisely, of the contradiction between the visible and invisible.



Red and black sun, 2017
Enamel on spatula, 17 x 170 cm. diameter.







Abrasive Painting # 48. 2018. Sandpaper and acrylic on canvas, 180 x 240 cm.



Black Frame. 2018. Steel spikes wall protections, 2 x 4 meters.
DKM Museum Collection.



THE INVISIBLE HAND
BAGINSKI GALLERY
LISBOA, 2017

Patrick Hamilton artistic practice contemplates the concepts of labour, 
inequality, myth and history in the past 50 years of Chilean history; parti-
cularly during the post-dictatorship period. Hamilton’s work is an aesthetic 
reflection on the social and cultural consequences of the “neoliberal revolu-
tion” implemented by Augusto 
Pinochet and the “Chicago Boys” during the 80s and its projection in the 
social and cultural field from then until now. His work alludes to the com-
plex consequences, often disastrous, that the economic system has cau-
sed in Chile, as well as in many countries around the world. 

La mano invisible (The Invisible Hand) is Hamilton’s first solo show at 
Galeria Baginski and takes its title from the literary novel by Isaac Rosa, 
which references the term coined by Adam Smith in the mid XVIII century. 
The concept of “invisible hand”, considered one of the pillars of classic 
liberalism, is a metaphor for the self- regulating characteristics of the free 
market in which, through a “rational egoism” and an “empathic” ability, the 
society’s common wellbeing would be achieved. On the other hand, Issac 
Rosa’s novel narrates the condition of a labour (and working) world which 
feeds a virtual and material construction inherent to our current society, 
where the deterioration of labor conditions, as well as of unemployment, 
result in a decline of the living standards and in a feeling of tension in a 
socio-economical context that is clearly in crisis. 

In the exhibition, Hamilton shows a series of works that directly mention 
the world of precarious working, referring to labour in its most elemental 
sense: the manual, repetitive, mechanical and alienating labour. From a 
position of “artist-builder”, Hamilton creates his works using sandpaper, 
spatulas, gloves and bricklayer tools that, besides denoting the crisis situa-
tion of the labor sector, constitute a formal 
point-of-view of artistic expression about the already mentioned pheno-
mena. These works, not only reflect upon the moment in which they were 
produced, but also serve as a testimony to our times. 



Monument (The invisible hand), 2017.
Lacquered metal grill, work gloves, 200 x 500 x 15 cm.
Centro Gallego de Arte Contemporáneo (CGAC) Collection, 
Santiago de Compostela, Spain.





Red and black sun, 2017
Enamel on spatula, 17 x 170 cm. diameter.



Abrasive Paintings # 46, 2017
Sandpaper and acrylic on canvas, 180 x 240 x 4 cm.





 “Art should not go toward reduction or simplification, it should go to toward com-
plexity”

K. Malevich

Through the manipulation of tools used for manual labor, the artist creates 
objects that represent and act as metaphors in the increasingly precarious 
world labor economy. The formal character of the work is provided by 
another of Hamilton’s great source of inspiration: the History of Art. So, is 
the work of the suprematism, constructivists, concrete art and minimal art 
— in this case Kasimir Malevich’s emblematic black square — which serves 
as a link between the economy of gestures and means, the use of mono-
chrome and the formal rigor with spatulas, pikes, and sandpaper, which 
leave behind their functionality. Works that could be read from the notion 
of “social forms” (Viveros-Fauné) given its economy of expressive resou-
rces and its deep link with the analysis of social, political and economic 
phenomena. Hamilton could be defined as a “realistic art” in relation to the 
exaltation of the physical qualities of his works, as well as to reflection on 
concrete phenomena of our social reality.

In the collages of the “Abrasive Paintings” (2015-2017) series made with 
acrylic and black or white sandpaper, we see the most direct quote to 
Malevich’s painting. The grid formed by the sandpaper, resembling a wall or 
a pavement, in addition to its monochrome appearance, speaks of an ex-
tensible “pictorial” surface that suggests the idea of a continuum, of infinity, 
and expresses the will to restrict the means employed to a maximum, in an 
aesthetic economy that is both formal and conceptual.

ABRASIVE PAINTINGS (2015-PRESENT)

The appearance of the surfaces of these works, which play with the “black 
on black”, disguise the materiality and function of the sandpaper as they 
speak, precisely, of the contradiction between the visible and invisible, 
transparent and opaque, opposites that in contemporary societies contribu-
te to the concealment of problems of unemployment, shadow economies, 
and illegal work that become a precarious solution to the lives of millions of 
individual.



Abrasive Painting # 86, 2020. Sandpaper and acrylic on canvas, 120 x 180 x 4 cm.



Abrasive Painting # 93, 2020. 
Sandpaper and acrylic and brass on 
canvas, 70 x 60 x 4 cm.





Abrasive Painting # 97, 2021. 
Sandpaper and acrylic and brass 
on canvas, 47 x 39 x 4 cm.





Abrasive Painting # 94, 2021. 
Sandpaper and acrylic and brass 
on canvas, 56 x 47 x 4 cm.



Abrasive Painting # 96, 2021. 
Sandpaper and acrylic and brass 
on canvas, 47 x 39 x 4 cm.



Abrasive Painting # 95, 2021. 
Sandpaper and acrylic and brass 
on canvas, 82 x 66 x 5 cm.





SPACE TO DREAM: RECENT ART FROM SOUTH AMERICA
AUCKLAND ART GALLERY
AUCKLAND, 2016
Cur. Beatriz Bustos & Zara Stanhope

‘There must not be North for us, except in opposition to our South. Therefore, we 
now turn the map upside down, and then we have a true idea of our position, and 

not as the rest of the world wishes. The point of America, from now on, forever, 
insistently points to the South, our North.’ 

– Joaquín Torres García, 1941

Space to Dream: Recent Art from South America is the first comprehensive 
exhibition of its kind to be generated in Australasia. It is co-curated by Chi-
lean Curator Beatriz Bustos Oyanedel and Auckland Art Gallery’s Principal 
Curator Dr Zara Stanhope and is an insight into significant artists and ideas 
in art from South America from the late 1960s to today. 
The work of 41 artists and collectives from across South America suggests 
how artists see a social significance for their work and how as rebels and 
revolutionaries, dreamers and poets, they have challenged, embraced, ex-
plained or transformed their realities, lives, cultures and spaces. 
Space and dream are the abstract and ambiguous words chosen to name 
the journey that this exhibition proposes. Presenting some of the most sig-
nificant artists of the 20th and 21st centuries, Space to Dream: Recent Art 
from South America explores the rich diversity, innovation and significan-
ce of art from this region. Key figures from the late 1960s and 70s, whose 
influence has been important, are introduced alongside a younger genera-
tion of artists from Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Paraguay and 
Uruguay. Their works present different ways in which South America is a 
space in constant redefinition, a continent whose culture reflects the diver-
sity of societies and peoples, histories and traditions, varying languages, 
customs and cultural values. 

Beginning from the position that art in South America is broadly rooted 
across ideas and forms, the works in Space to Dream are collected under 

a number of themes: poetic sensibility, revolution and resistance, origins 
and intersections, memories and fractured histories, art’s ability to generate 
social consciousness and new, unthought-of possibilities. Notes on these 
themes appear throughout the exhibition as prompts to connect works with 
these ideas. 

Whether conveying politics or poetry, the spiritual or the profane, art in re-
cent decades in South America has been meaningful for offering generative 
spaces for reflection. Art taking a critical stance, encouraging social cons-
ciousness or documenting past revolutionary actions all signal the power 
to produce individual and collective agency. As well, the playful attitude of 
certain artists engenders insightful, embodied and non-hierarchical notions 
of culture. The mingling of indigenous and other cultures is expressed in 
ways that gives histories a currency. Other artists create innovative, inviting 
spaces in which can be imagined futures yet to come.
This is a space to dream, where disaster coexists with complex cultures 
and dynamic societies, in which art creates the exploratory and poetic face 
of this Southern territory.
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